The accuracy of system parameters is one of the key factors that limit the precision of DEM from airborne dual-antenna InSAR, so the interferometric calibration is of great significance. The traditional calibration method establishes the sensitivity equations to solve the different calibration parameters biases. This paper presents a new calibration method to improve the algorithm stability and suit for mass production. It introduces sensitivity analysis of every interferometric parameter and establishes a new model based on sensitivity equations. Finally, a set of airborne interferometric SAR data are adopted to do the experiment to illustrate the availability of the new method.
INTRODUCTION
Interferometric synthetic aperture radar can generate Digital Elevation Models (DEM) with the phase differences calculated by two complex images. And the inaccurate system parameters may cause system errors in DEM . Often the man-made GCPs, usually corner reflectors, are used for interferometric calibration. The system requirements in both accuracy and stability can be resolved from the sensitive equations , as well as the calibration parameters that conclude the baseline length and angle, slant range and interferometric phase offset.
CALIBRATION
The sensitive equations derived by differentiating the basic location equation are always used for interferometric calibration. It establishes relations between system parameters and calibration standards. Figure 1 , the target position, P, can be expressed by (4).
3D Reconstruction Model
Depend on 1 in ECR and the definition of , , we can obtain the analytical solutions of target's position. 
And every GCP has a sensitivity equation, then (8) can be written as
Where ∆ = the elevation differences = the sensitive matrix
Calibration based on New Method
When we solve system calibration parameters by And (14) can be written as follows.
Because the sensitivity matrix is rank deficient, we can get the only minimum least square solution without iteration based on the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse matrix from SVD deposition.
RESULTS WITH AIRBORNE DATA
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CASMSAR is the airborne SAR system developed by

